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The Coming of Conan!
Collects Conan the Barbarian (1970) #1-13, material from Chamber of Darkness (1969) #4.
The greatest saga in sword-and-sorcery history begins! Born on a battlefield in the frozen lands
of Cimmeria, Conan has spent his life fighting his way across the untamed Hyborian kingdoms
— sparing no man, woman or wizard his wrath. His adventures will become legend. He will
become king. He is - Conan the Barbarian! Roy Thomas and Barry Windsor-Smith brought
Robert E. Howard’s iconic creation to four-color life with work that set new standards for comic
book storytelling. Now, Marvel is honored to present their epic sagas — painstakingly restored
to match the majesty of the original editions. In these early exploits, Conan ventures from his
homeland for the first time, honing his skills as a thief and mercenary — and above all, a
warrior!

The Coming of Conan
From Robert E. Howard’s fertile imagination sprang some of fiction’s greatest heroes,
including Conan the Cimmerian, King Kull, and Solomon Kane. But of all Howard’s characters,
none embodied his creator’s brooding temperament more than Bran Mak Morn, the last king
of a doomed race. In ages past, the Picts ruled all of Europe. But the descendants of those
proud conquerors have sunk into barbarism . . . all save one, Bran Mak Morn, whose bloodline
remains unbroken. Threatened by the Celts and the Romans, the Pictish tribes rally under his
banner to fight for their very survival, while Bran fights to restore the glory of his race. Lavishly
illustrated by award-winning artist Gary Gianni, this collection gathers together all of Howard’s
published stories and poems featuring Bran Mak Morn–including the eerie masterpiece
“Worms of the Earth” and “Kings of the Night,” in which sorcery summons Kull the conqueror
from out of the depths of time to stand with Bran against the Roman invaders. Also included
are previously unpublished stories and fragments, reproductions of manuscripts bearing
Howard’s handwritten revisions, and much, much more. Special Bonus: a newly discovered
adventure by Howard, presented here for the very first time.
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Conan The Barbarian Vol. 1
“FOR HEADLONG, NONSTOP ADVENTURE AND FOR VIVID, EVEN FLORID, SCENERY,
NO ONE EVEN COMES CLOSE TO HOWARD.” –Harry Turtledove In a meteoric career that
covered only a dozen years, Robert E. Howard defined the sword-and-sorcery genre. In doing
so, he brought to life the archetypal adventurer known to millions around the world as Conan
the barbarian. Witness, then, Howard at his finest, and Conan at his most savage, in the latest
volume featuring the collected works of Robert E. Howard, lavishly illustrated by award-winning
artist Greg Manchess. Prepared directly from the earliest known versions–often Howard’s own
manuscripts–are such sword-and-sorcery classics as “The Servants of Bit-Yakin” (formerly
published as “Jewels of Gwahlur”), “Beyond the Black River,” “The Black Stranger,” “ManEaters of Zamboula” (formerly published as “Shadows in Zamboula”), and, perhaps his most
famous adventure of all, “Red Nails.” The Conquering Sword of Conan includes never-beforepublished outlines, notes, and story drafts, plus a new introduction, personal correspondence,
and the revealing essay “Hyborian Genesis”–which chronicles the history of the creation of the
Conan series. Truly, this is heroic fantasy at its finest. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Hammer and the Blade
The greatest saga in sword-and-sorcery history begins - the saga of Conan! Born on a battlefi
eld in the frozen lands of Cimmeria, Conan fights his way through the untamed Hyborian
kingdoms, sparing no man, woman or wizard his wrath. His adventures will become legend. He
will become king. Roy Thomas and Barry Windsor-Smith brought Robert E. Howard's iconic
creation to four-color life with work that set new standards for comic book storytelling. Marvel is
honored to present each story, each cover and each letters page - all painstakingly restored to
match the majesty of the original editions. In these early exploits, Conan ventures from his
homeland for the fi rst time, honing his skills as a thief, mercenary, pirate and above all,
warrior! COLLECTING: CONAN THE BARBARIAN (1970) 1-26; MATERIAL FROM CHAMBER
OF DARKNESS (1969) 4; SAVAGE TALES (1971) 1, 4

Conan the Valorous
Fourteen short stories featuring Conan the Barbarian present in the first of three intended
volumes several of the sword-wielding fantasy hero's most popular adventures, complemented
by lavish black-and-white illustrations as well as a number of the author's original drafts and
synopses. 15,000 first printing.

Conan the Barbarian
An action-packed collection of Conan the Barbarian’s wild adventures. In this unparalleled
collection from a literary mastermind, swordsman Conan the Barbarian faces powerful
sorcerers, deadly creatures, and ruthless armies of thieves. With his character Conan the
Barbarian, author Robert E. Howard single-handedly invented the genre that came to be
known as sword and sorcery. In this volume are eighteen Conan stories, including a classic of
dark fantasy, “The Phoenix and the Sword,” and the classic adventure “The Devil in Iron.”
These timeless stories feature Conan the raw and dangerous youth, Conan the daring thief,
Conan the swashbuckling pirate, and Conan the commander of armies, and bring to mind the
pulp tales that dominated the mid-twentieth century. The Conan the Barbarian Stories includes
“The Phoenix on the Sword,” “The Scarlet Citadel,” “The Tower of the Elephant,” “Black
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Colossus,” “The Slithering Shadow,” “The Pool of the Black One,” “Rogues in the House,”
“Gods of the North,” “Shadows in the Moonlight,” “Queen of the Black Coast,” “The Devil in
Iron,” “The People of the Black Circle,” “A Witch Shall be Born,” “Jewels of Gwahlur,”
“Beyond the Black River,” “Shadows in Zamboula,” “Red Nails,” and “The Hyborian Age.”
This ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and readability on all
devices.

The Walking Dead: Here's Negan!
Uses commentary and archival material to examine the development of Robert E. Howard's
Conan character.

The Conan the Barbarian Stories
Accompanied by the beautiful Kalya, Conan pursues Taharka of Keshan, determined to
avenge a murder despite the interference of the Ancient Ones

The Coming of the Fairies
For readers of Brent Weeks, Joe Abercrombie, Peter V. Brett, and Scott Lynch comes the first
book in a fantastic, hilarious new sword-and-sorcery series that puts a clever new twist on the
golden age of epic fantasy. Robbing tombs for fun and profit might not be a stable career, but
Egil and Nix aren’t in it for the long-term prospects. Egil is the hammer-wielding warrior-priest
of a discredited god. Nix is a roguish thief with just enough knowledge of magic to conjure up
trouble. Together, they seek riches and renown, yet often find themselves enlisted in lost
causes—generally against their will. So why should their big score be any different? The trouble
starts when Nix and Egil kill the demonic guardian of a long-lost crypt, nullifying an ancient pact
made by the ancestors of an obscenely powerful wizard. Now the wizard will stop at nothing to
keep that power from slipping away, even if it means freeing a rapacious beast from its
centuries-old prison. And who better than Egil and Nix—the ones responsible for his current
predicament—to perform this thankless task? Praise for The Hammer and the Blade and Paul
S. Kemp “A gripping tale [with] the feeling of a classic Dungeons & Dragons
campaign.”—Publishers Weekly “Most heroes work up to killing demons. Egil and Nix start
there and pick up the pace.”—Elaine Cunningham, author of the Thorn Trilogy “Kemp delivers
sword and sorcery at its rollicking best, after the fashion of Fritz Leiber’s Fafhrd and the Gray
Mouser.”—Library Journal

The Coming Of Conan The Cimmerian
Bob Odenkirk is a legend in the comedy-writing world, winning Emmys and acclaim for his
work on Saturday Night Live, Mr. Show with Bob and David, and many other seminal TV
shows. This book, his first, is a spleen-bruisingly funny omnibus that ranges from absurdist
monologues (“Martin Luther King, Jr’s Worst Speech Ever”) to intentionally bad theater
(“Hitler Dinner Party: A Play”); from avant-garde fiction (“Obituary for the Creator of Madlibs”)
to free-verse poetry that's funnier and more powerful than the work of Calvin Trillin, Jewel, and
Robert Louis Stevenson combined. Odenkirk's debut resembles nothing so much as a hilarious
new sketch comedy show that’s exclusively available as a streaming video for your mind. As
Odenkirk himself writes in “The Second Coming of Jesus and Lazarus,” it is a book “to be
read aloud to yourself in the voice of Bob Newhart.”
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Conan the Barbarian: The Original Marvel Years - The Complete Collection
Vol. 1
Conan The Bold
Robert E. Howard is the creator of Conan the Barbarian, one of the most unforgettable fantasy
characters of all time. In this novel, one of the last of the Conan tales to be published before
the author's untimely demise, Conan's reign as king of Aquilonia is threatened by a group that
is plotting to depose him with the help of an ancient wizard who has been resurrected through
dark magic.

The Coming of Conan
Here are Robert E. Howard’s greatest horror tales, all in their original, definitive versions.
Some of Howard’s best-known characters—Solomon Kane, Bran Mak Morn, and sailor Steve
Costigan among them—roam the forbidding locales of the author’s fevered imagination, from
the swamps and bayous of the Deep South to the fiend-haunted woods outside Paris to remote
jungles in Africa. The collection includes Howard’s masterpiece “Pigeons from Hell,” which
Stephen King calls “one of the finest horror stories of [the twentieth] century,” a tale of two
travelers who stumble upon the ruins of a Southern plantation–and into the maw of its fatal
secret. In “Black Canaan” even the best warrior has little chance of taking down the evil
voodoo man with unholy powers–and none at all against his wily mistress, the diabolical High
Priestess of Damballah. In these and other lavishly illustrated classics, such as the revenge
nightmare “Worms of the Earth” and “The Cairn on the Headland,” Howard spins tales of
unrelenting terror, the legacy of one of the world’s great masters of the macabre.

A Load of Hooey
A new Conan adventure--Conan of Venarium--from one of today's most popular writers of
fantasy and science fiction, Harry Turtledove! For decades, millions of readers have thrilled to
the adventures of Conan, the barbarian adventurer invented by Robert E. Howard and further
chronicled by other fantasy greats, including such notables as L. Sprague de Camp, Poul
Anderson, and Robert Jordan. Now Harry Turtledove, one of today's most popular writers of
fantasy and SF, contributes a novel to the Conan saga--a tale of Conan in his youth, in the
year or so before he becomes the wandering adventurer we know from the tales of Howard
and others. On the verge of adulthood, he lives in a Cimmerian hamlet, caring for his ailing
mother, working in his father's smithy, and casting his eye on the weaver's daughter next door.
Then war comes: an invasion by the Aquilonian Empire. Conan burns to join the fight, but he's
deemed too young. Then, from the border country, comes an unbelievable report: The
Aquilonians have smashed the Cimmerian defending forces, and can rule as they please.
Soon their heavily garrisoned forts dot the countryside. Their settlers follow after, carving
homesteads out of other men's land. Every Cimmerian longs to drive the intruders out with fire
and sword, but they must stay their hands, for the Aquilonians have promised savage reprisals.
Then, intolerably, the Aquilonian commander takes a wholly dishonorable interest in the
weaver's daughter -- and he's not a man to wait, or even ask permission. It's not a recipe for a
peaceable outcome. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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The Coming of Conan the Cimmerian
The White Company is a historical adventure by Arthur Conan Doyle set during the Hundred
Years' War. The story is set in England, France, and Spain, in the years 1366 and 1367,
against the background of the campaign of Edward, the Black Prince to restore Peter of Castile
to the throne of the Kingdom of Castile. The climax of the book occurs before the Battle of
Najera. The "White Company" of the title is a free company of archers, led by one of the main
characters. The name is taken from a real-life 14th-Century Italian mercenary company, led by
John Hawkwood.

The Conan Chronicles
“[Behind Howard’s stories] lurks a dark poetry and the timeless truth of dreams.” –Robert
Bloch “Howard’s writing seems so highly charged with energy that it nearly gives off sparks.”
–Stephen King The classic pulp magazines of the early twentieth century are long gone, but
their action-packed tales live on through the work of legendary storyteller Robert E. Howard.
From his fecund imagination sprang an army of larger-than-life heroes–including the iconic
Conan the Cimmerian, King Kull of Atlantis, Solomon Kane, and Bran Mak Morn–as well as
adventures that would define a genre for generations. Now comes the second volume of this
author’s breathtaking short fiction, which runs the gamut from sword and sorcery, historical
epic, and seafaring pirate adventure to two-fisted crime and intrigue, ghoulish horror, and riproaring western. Kull reigns supreme in “By This Axe I Rule!” and “The Mirrors of Tuzan
Thune”; Conan conquers in one of his most popular exploits, “The Tower of the Elephant”;
Solomon Kane battles demons deep in Africa in “Wings in the Night”; and itinerant boxer
Steve Costigan puts up his dukes of steel inside and outside the ring in “The Bulldog Breed.”
In between, warrior kings, daring knights, sinister masterminds, grizzled frontiersmen–even
Howard’s stunning heroine, Red Sonya–tear up the pages in stories built to thrill by their
masterly creator. And in such epic poems as “Echoes from an Anvil,” “Black Harps in the
Hills,” and “The Grim Land,” the author blends his classic characters and visceral imagery
with a lyricism as haunting as traditional folk balladry. Lavishly illustrated by Jim and Ruth
Keegan, here is a Robert E. Howard collection as indispensable as it is unforgettable. “Howard
had a gritty, vibrant style–broadsword writing that cut its way to the heart, with heroes who are
truly larger than life.” –David Gemmell “For stark, living fear . . . What other writer is even in
the running with Robert E. Howard?” –H. P. Lovecraft From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Hour of the Dragon
Set in the pseudo-historical Hyborian Age and concerns Conan infiltrating a perilous tower in
order to steal a fabled gem from an evil sorcerer named Yara. Due to its unique insights into
the Hyborian world and atypical science fiction elements, the story is considered a classic of
Conan lore and is often cited by Howard scholars as one of his best tales. One of the original
short stories starring the fictional sword and sorcery hero Conan the Cimmerian, written by
American author Robert E. Howard.

The Year's Best Fantasy Stories
Conan the Barbarian
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The White Company
In his hugely influential and tempestuous career, Robert E. Howard created the genre that
came to be known as sword and sorcery—and brought to life one of fantasy’s boldest and most
enduring figures: Conan the Cimmerian—reaver, slayer, barbarian, king. “Stories such as ‘The
People of the Black Circle’ glow with the fierce and eldritch light of [Howard’s] frenzied
intensity.”—Stephen King This lavishly illustrated volume gathers together three of Howard’s
longest and most famous Conan stories–two of them printed for the first time directly from
Howard’ s typescript–along with a collection of the author’s previously unpublished and rarely
seen outlines, notes, and drafts. Longtime fans and new readers alike will agree that The
Bloody Crown of Conan merits a place of honor on every fantasy lover’s bookshelf. THE
PEOPLE OF THE BLACK CIRCLE Amid the towering crags of Vendhya, in the shadowy
citadel of the Black Circle, Yasmina of the golden throne seeks vengeance against the Black
Seers. Her only ally is also her most formidable enemy–Conan, the outlaw chief. THE HOUR
OF THE DRAGON Toppled from the throne of Aquilonia by the evil machinations of an undead
wizard, Conan must find the fabled jewel known as the Heart of Ahriman to reclaim his crown .
. . and save his life. A WITCH SHALL BE BORN A malevolent witch of evil beauty. An
enslaved queen. A kingdom in the iron grip of ruthless mercenaries. And Conan, who plots
deadly vengeance against the human wolf who left him in the desert to die.

Conan and the Emerald Lotus
Conan The Barbarian Vol. 2
Collects Conan The Barbarian (2019) #7-12. Conan is dead! Long live Conan! “The Life and
Death of Conan” concludes! Beyond his lusts for ale, battle and gold, many women have
captured Conan the Barbarian’s heart over the years. But nothing is sacred when the Crimson
Witch strikes — and twists what is truly best in life! Then, Conan returns home to Cimmeria - but
things aren’t exactly as he remembers them! Is he that out of touch — or is he falling into the
trap of the wizard Thoth-Amon?! Beasts from the past rear their fearsome heads, and the
Barbarian meets his ultimate fate — but what lies beyond? Could it be - Crom?! Conan comes
face-to-face with his god, but Crom does not care for the fate of any mortal — unless that mortal
forces him to! Prepare for the literal battle of a lifetime!

Conan of Venarium
"Numerous authors have penned Conan yarns down the years--none with more consistency or
better technique than Jordan."--Kirkus Reviews Conan is ensnared by the charms of the wily
and beautiful Karela, who is secretly the Red Hawk, fearless leader of a crew of brigands. She
leads Conan to face the awesome challenge of the serpentinely evil necromancer Amanar. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Bloody Crown of Conan
Conan
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Collects Conan the Barbarian (2019) #1-6. The greatest sword-and-sorcery hero of all returns
to Marvel! From an age undreamed…hither came Conan the Cimmerian, black-haired, sulleneyed, sword in hand, a thief, a reaver, a slayer, with gigantic melancholies and gigantic mirth,
to tread the jeweled thrones of the Earth under his sandaled feet. Conan’s travels have
brought him to the far reaches of the unknown, from his birthplace in Cimmeria to the kingdom
of Aquilonia and all in between. But as his fighting prowess lets him carve his way through life,
so too does it attract the forces of death! And few are more deadly than the Crimson Witch.
Robert E. Howard’s legendary barbarian stars in an all-new ages-spanning saga as the
destiny of Conan — and King Conan — are forever changed!

The Conquering Sword of Conan
Fourteen short stories featuring Conan the Barbarian present in the first of three intended
volumes several of the sword-wielding fantasy hero's most popular adventures, complemented
by lavish black-and-white illustrations as well as a number of the author's original drafts and
synopses. Original.

The Complete Chronicles Of Conan
Robert E. Howard is famous for creating such immortal heroes as Conan the Cimmerian,
Solomon Kane, and Bran Mak Morn. Less well-known but equally extraordinary are his nonfantasy adventure stories set in the Middle East and featuring such two-fisted heroes as
Francis Xavier Gordon—known as “El Borak”—Kirby O’Donnell, and Steve Clarney. This trio of
hard-fighting Americans, civilized men with more than a touch of the primordial in their veins,
marked a new direction for Howard’s writing, and new territory for his genius to conquer. The
wily Texan El Borak, a hardened fighter who stalks the sandscapes of Afghanistan like a
vengeful wolf, is rivaled among Howard’s creations only by Conan himself. In such classic
tales as “The Daughter of Erlik Khan,” “Three-Bladed Doom,” and “Sons of the Hawk,”
Howard proves himself once again a master of action, and with plenty of eerie atmosphere his
plotting becomes tighter and twistier than ever, resulting in stories worthy of comparison to
Jack London and Rudyard Kipling. Every fan of Robert E. Howard and aficionados of great
adventure writing will want to own this collection of the best of Howard’s desert tales, lavishly
illustrated by award-winning artists Tim Bradstreet and Jim & Ruth Keegan. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Conan
The greatest saga in sword-and-sorcery history begins - the saga of Conan! Born on a
battlefield in the frozen lands of Cimmeria, Conan fights his way through the untamed Hyborian
kingdoms, sparing no man, woman or wizard his wrath. His adventures will become legend. He
will become king. Roy Thomas and Barry Windsor-Smith brought Robert E. Howard's iconic
creation to four-color life with work that set new standards for comic book storytelling. Marvel is
honored to present their original epic sagas - all painstakingly restored to match the majesty of
the original editions. In these early exploits, Conan ventures from his homeland for the first
time, honing his skills as a thief, mercenary, and above all, warrior! COLLECTING: CONAN
THE BARBARIAN (1970) 1-13 AND MATERIAL FROM CHAMBER OF DARKNESS (1969) 4

Conan the Barbarian: The Original Marvel Years Omnibus
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Conan The Invincible
Who is Negan? Since his debut in THE WALKING DEAD #100, the charismatic psychopath
has antagonized Rick Grimes, murdered his friend with a baseball bat wrapped in barb wire
(which he calls "Lucille"), and led the Saviors into war against Alexandria and the neighboring
communities. But who was he before society broke down? That question will be answered
here, collecting the ñHEREÍS NEGAN!î story originally serialized in IMAGE+ magazine

Conan the Barbarian Epic Collection: the Original Marvel Years - Hawks
from the Sea
The start of one of the greatest fantasy stories ever told. Contains the first short stories
featuring Robert E. Howard’s legendary Conan, one of the most iconic fantasy characters in
history, on a rarified list next to Gandalf and Harry Potter. Also includes stories of of Kull of
Atlantis, and an essay on the history of their world. Includes "The Tower of the Elephant," "The
God in the Bowl," "Rogues in the House," "The Frost-Giant’s Daughter," and "Queen of the
Black Coast." Penguin Random House Canada is proud to bring you classic works of literature
in e-book form, with the highest quality production values. Find more today and rediscover
books you never knew you loved.

Bran Mak Morn: The Last King
Conan the Barbarian by Robert E Howard Conan the Barbarian - Warrior, Hero, Legend.
Conan - Black-haired, sullen-eyed, sword in hand, a thief, a reaver, a slayer Discover how it all
began. Conan the Barbarian spawned a hundred imitators. Find out why with these tales from
his life. From the Tower of the Elephant to Beyond the Black River, follow Robert E. Howard's
greatest creation as he cuts a bloody swathe through the history of Hyborea. Over 720 pages
of epic action! All the original stories. "A hero of mythic proportion, fashioned by a storyteller
who helped define what a modern fantasy should be" - Raymond E. Feist.

The Tower of the Elephant: the Coming of Conan #2
Marvel's first and best sword-and-sorcery epic continues - with iconic tales by writer Roy
Thomas and artists Barry Windsor-Smith, Gil Kane and John Buscema! First, Conan the
Barbarian's path crosses with the albino antihero Eric and his soul-stealing sword
Stormbringer! Then, on the shores of Bal-Sagoth, Conan meets a new comrade in arms, the
mighty Fafnir. Together Conan and Fafnir sail the Vilayet Sea and join the mercenary forces of
the War of the Tarim, a holy conflict between Makkalet and Turan! It's a saga of adventure,
intrigue and loss that shows the true face of war! And don't miss the full-color adaptation of
Robert E. Howard's Conan classic, "The Frost Giant's Daughter" - and the first appearance of
Thomas and Windsor-Smith's Red Sonja! COLLECTING: Conan the Barbarian (1970) 14-26

El Borak and Other Desert Adventures
Collects the classic early-20th-century fantasy tales that inspired the forthcoming movies about
Conan the Barbarian. Original. Movie tie-in.

Conan The Barbarian Epic Collection
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The intense psychological portrait of a hitman—the anti-Jason Bourne—as he stalks his prey
from Boston to LA. He wants you to know him, maybe even admire him, but only for his
excellence in his craft. Perhaps he was even born for it. "A natural killer," his mentor—a
middleman named Vespucci—said he was. He proved it with his first professional hit: a Fifth
Circuit Court judge in Boston, executed with a sheet of Saran Wrap in the stairwell of her own
courthouse. He's proved his merit often, usually with a Glock semiautomatic, but he's
improvised too, with his bare hands, the heel of a shoe, knives, even a sewing machine. He is
the consummate assassin, at the top of his form, immune to the psychological strains of his
chosen profession. He is what the Russians call a Silver Bear. He calls himself Columbus. It's
the name Vespucci gave him, ten years ago, when he discovered a dark, new world of fences,
clients, marks, jobs, jack. Not that his real name meant much to him anyway. He never knew
his father or his mother, a prostitute who became dangerously involved back in the seventies
with an earnest young congressman named Abe Mann, then a rising star in the Democratic
Party. The magnetic Abe Mann has since become the Speaker of the House. He is currently
running for the Democratic nomination in an exhausting presidential campaign, weaving his
way across the country. Columbus is not far behind. But as he pieces together his past and
prepares the seamless assassination of his mark, the criminal underworld he has always ruled
begins unraveling violently around him.

The Silver Bear: A Novel (Silver Bear Thrillers)
When the evil Stygian sorcerer Ethram-Fal casts a spell on conan, harnessing the Cimmerian's
skills for his own purposes, Conan must ally himself with the sorceress Zelandra, who
demands a hefty price for her cooperation. Reissue.

Kull
Originally appearing in the pulp fiction publication "Weird Tales" throughout the 1930's, Conan:
The Barbarian complete collection is the complete collected stories of Conan the Cimmerian as
written by Robert E. Howard. This eBook, which is optimized for Kindle, re-tells all 18 stories of
Conan. Conan the Barbarian (also known as Conan the Cimmerian) is a fictional sword and
sorcery hero who originated in pulp magazines and has since been adapted to books, comics,
several filmsThe various stories of Conan the Barbarian occur in the pseudo-historical
"Hyborian Age", set after the destruction of Atlantis and before the rise of any known ancient
civilization.Stories included: Cimmeria - A PoemThe Phoenix on the SwordThe Scarlet
CitadelThe Tower of the ElephantThe Slithering Shadow/ Xuthal of the DuskThe Pool of the
Black OneRogues in the HouseGods of the North/The Frost Giant's Daughter/The Frost King's
DaughterShadows in the MoonlightQueen of the Black CoastThe Devil in IronThe People of
the Black CircleA Witch Shall Be BornJewels of GwahlurBeyond the Black RiverRed NailsThe
Hour of the DragonThe Hyborian AgeRobert E. Howard- Biografy and more!

The Best of Robert E. Howard Volume 2
In a meteoric career that spanned a mere twelve years, Robert E. Howard single-handedly
invented the genre that came to be called sword and sorcery. From his fertile imagination
sprang some of fiction’s most enduring heroes. Yet while Conan is indisputably Howard’s
greatest creation, it was in his earlier sequence of tales featuring Kull, a fearless warrior with
the brooding intellect of a philosopher, that Howard began to develop the distinctive themes,
and the richly evocative blend of history and mythology, that would distinguish his later tales of
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the Hyborian Age. Much more than simply the prototype for Conan, Kull is a fascinating
character in his own right: an exile from fabled Atlantis who wins the crown of Valusia, only to
find it as much a burden as a prize. This groundbreaking collection, lavishly illustrated by
award-winning artist Justin Sweet, gathers together all Howard’s stories featuring Kull, from
Kull’ s first published appearance, in “The Shadow Kingdom,” to “Kings of the Night,”
Howard’ s last tale featuring the cerebral swordsman. The stories are presented just as
Howard wrote them, with all subsequent editorial emendations removed. Also included are
previously unpublished stories, drafts, and fragments, plus extensive notes on the texts, an
introduction by Howard authority Steve Tompkins, and an essay by noted editor Patrice
Louinet. Praise for Kull “Robert E. Howard had a gritty, vibrant style–broadsword writing that
cut its way to the heart, with heroes who are truly larger than life.”—David Gemmell “Howard’s
writing seems so highly charged with energy that it nearly gives off sparks.”—Stephen King
“Howard was a true storyteller–one of the first, and certainly among the best, you’ll find in
heroic fantasy. If you’ve never read him before, you’ re in for a real treat.”—Charles de Lint
“For stark, living fear . . . what other writer is even in the running with Robert E. Howard?”—H.
P. Lovecraft

Conan the Adventurer
Before Robert Jordan conquered national bestseller lists with his phenomenally popular Wheel
of Time saga, he revived the legendary fantasy hero, Conan the Cimmerian. These widely
acclaimed adventures introduced the world-famous barbarian to a whole new generation of
enthusiastic readers. Now, Tor Books is proud to present three of Robert Jordan's best fulllength Conan novels, complete in their entirety, in one deluxe hardcover omnibus. Conan the
Invincible: Less than nineteen years old, and new to the snares and enticements of civilization,
the young Conan must join forces with Karela, a dangerously seductive female bandit, to storm
the palace of Amanar, a supremely evil necromancer, and confront the dreaded Eater of Souls.
Conan the Defender: As revolution brews in the shadowy streets of Belverus, Conan braves
the traps and treacheries of the Royal Palace of the Dragon. Pursued by the luscious and
shameless Sularia, the mighty warrior challenges a magic-spawned menace that cannot die:
the invincible Simulacrum of Albanus. Conan the Unconquered: Conan defies the sorcerous
power if the Cult of Doom for the sake of a beautiful young woman known only as Yasbet.
From the glory of fabled Aghrapur, capital of Turan, to the demon-haunted wastes of the
greatest hero of a bygone era of high adventure. Here are three powerful sagas, featuring all
the storytelling magic and epic splendor that have made Robert Jordan one of the most
beloved fantasy authors of our time. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Horror Stories of Robert E. Howard
Conan the Cimmerian: the boy-thief who became a mercenary, who fought and loved his way
across fabled lands to become King of Aquilonia. Neither supernatural fiends nore demonic
sorcery could oppose the barbarian warrior as he wielded his mighty sword and dispatched his
enemies to a bloody doom on the battlefields of the legendary Hyborian age. Collected
together in one volume for the very first time, in chronological order, are Robert E. Howard's
tales of the legendary hero, as fresh and atmospheric today as when they were first published
in the pulp magazines of more than seventy years ago. Compiled by and with a foreward and
afterword by award-winning writer and editor Stephen Jones.
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